Study on the Water Transfer of Magnesium Acetate Aerosols Led by the Rapid and Slow Change of Relative Humidity.
A combination of vacuum FTIR spectrometer (Vertex 80v, Bruker, German) and novel relative humidity (RH) adjusting equipment,which provides the pressure by pure water vapor, is used to study the hygroscopicity of magnesium acetate (Mg(CH3COO)2) aerosols. The RH can change not only rapidly but also slowly by the RH adjusting equipment. Because the RH is decided by the pure vapor, the real-time RH can be gained by calculating the integrated intensity of a feature band of vapor in an IR spectrum. Such the synchronism between FTIR spectrum and RH canbe ensured. The high-quality spectra of aerosols are obtained and the water peak and feature peaks of Mg(CH3COO)2 are analyzed during the slow and rapid RH changing process. The result shows that the areas of acetate ions and water decreases continuously at constant high RHs. After a slow cycle of RH (1.05×104 minutes), the water area decreases from 1.5 to 1.1, which means that the water content decreases after a cycle of RH. This phenomenon is reported at first up to date. The detailed analysis suggests that the hydrolysis of Mg(CH3COO)2 at high RH produces acetic acid, which was put out from the aerosols owing to the decrease of the pressure around the aerosols droplets. Furthermore, the dynamic hygroscopicity of Mg(CH3COO)2 aerosols is studied by changing RH as a pulse mode. It reveals that there is only water transfer hysteresis and no water loss after a pulse (10 seconds) when the RH is above 70%. Compared to slow process, it can be concluded that the hydrolysis reaction rate is slower than that of a pulse RH. The water transfer limited on rapid process should rise from some species on the surface of aerosols.